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KEY=KURTHERIAN - DAISY CERVANTES
FOREVER DEFEND
Kurtherian Gambit Some forget why she was called the Queen Bitch. Not Anymore. Bethany Anne is going stir crazy after more than a decade of having to be 'The Empress.' Now, her
advisors have to deal with an Empress who is determined to be on the front line. The Ixtali's come to the Etheric Empire, hat in hand. Nathan decides that the best way to handle
soft intelligence, is to create a new company. What they name the new company should give a clue what it is about. The Skaine are able to ﬁnally get Ranger Tabitha's group right
were their missiles can attack. The problem is, who is sucking whom into a trap? Strap back in, because Bethany Anne is putting the Queen's crown back on.

NEVER SUBMIT
THE KURTHERIAN GAMBIT
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when the Queen herself shows up with John Grimes along for the ride. Five
puppies have plans that surprise everyone. The Queen has a problem, and her closest friends travel to Earth to ﬁnd her a solution. It's time for an audience with the King of Yoll, and
he isn't going to like the outcome. Not one bit. He has a secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space ﬁnd out what it is, and turn it against him. It's time to release
the Queen Bitch for her ﬁnal clean-up of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will never be the same, again. So grab your favorite drink, recline in your favorite chair or bed or
couch, and relax for just a moment or two, because... Bethany Anne is BACK!

REVELATIONS
The Sign of the Cross... In the darkest parts of Russia.Boris is following the trail to locate the last of the NVG's secret bases. As they look, they run across an old legend, one which
speaks to the Archangel Michael defeating a beast...Could that have actually have been Michael, the Patriarch of Vampires?And if it was, what beast had he condemned to the caves
near Archangelsk, Russia?This time, Boris is going after more than just the NVG - he is searching for the answer to his own past.NOW - REVELATIONS WILL OCCUR!** As noted in
other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **Kurtherian Gambit Series Titles Include: First ArcDeath Becomes Her (01) Queen Bitch (02) - Love Lost (03) - Bite This (04)Never Forsaken (05) - Under My Heel (06) Kneel Or Die (07)Second ArcWe Will Build (08) - It's Hell To Choose (09) - Release The Dogs
of War (10)Sued For Peace (11) - We Have Contact (12) - My Ride is a Bitch (13)Don't Cross This Line (14)Third Arc (Due 2017)Never Submit (Jan) (15) - Never Surrender (16) Forever Defend (17)Might Makes Right (18) - Ahead Full (19) - Capture Death (20)Life Goes On (21)**New Series**The Second Dark AgesThe Dark Messiah (01)The Darkest Night (02)
Mar 2017Darkest Before The Dawn (03) July 2017Light Is Breaking (04) Nov 2017The Boris Chronicles* With Paul C. Middleton *EvacuationRetaliationRevelation Dec 2016Restitution
2017Reclaiming Honor * With JUSTIN SLOAN *Justice Is Calling (01)Claimed By Honor (02) Jan 2017The Etheric Academy* With TS PAUL *ALPHA CLASS (01) Dec 2016/Jan 2017ALPHA
CLASS (02) Feb/Mar 2017ALPHA CLASS (03) May/June 2017Terry Henry "TH" Walton Chronicles * With Craig Martelle *Book 1 - Nomad Found (Out)Book 2 - Nomad Redeemed (Jan
2017)Book 3 - Nomad Unleashed (2017)Book 4 - Nomad Supreme(2017)SHORT STORIESFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 01 (7.5)You Don't Mess with John's Cousin Frank
Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 02 (9.5)Bitch's Night OutFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 03 (13.25)* With Natalie Grey *BELLATRIXAnthologiesGlimpseHonor in
Death(Michael's First Few Days)Beyond the Stars: At Galaxy's EdgeTabitha's Vacation

REVELATIONS (THE BORIS CHRONICLES BOOK 3)
The Sign of the Cross... In the darkest parts of Russia.Boris is following the trail to locate the last of the NVG's secret bases. As they look, they run across an old legend, one which
speaks to the Archangel Michael defeating a beast...Could that have actually have been Michael, the Patriarch of Vampires?And if it was, what beast had he condemned to the caves
near Archangelsk, Russia?This time, Boris is going after more than just the NVG - he is searching for the answer to his own past.NOW - REVELATIONS WILL OCCUR!** As noted in
other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **Kurtherian Gambit Series Titles Include: First ArcDeath Becomes Her (01) Queen Bitch (02) - Love Lost (03) - Bite This (04)Never Forsaken (05) - Under My Heel (06) Kneel Or Die (07)Second ArcWe Will Build (08) - It's Hell To Choose (09) - Release The Dogs
of War (10)Sued For Peace (11) - We Have Contact (12) - My Ride is a Bitch (13)Don't Cross This Line (14)Third Arc (Due 2017)Never Submit (Jan) (15) - Never Surrender (16) Forever Defend (17)Might Makes Right (18) - Ahead Full (19) - Capture Death (20)Life Goes On (21)**New Series**The Second Dark AgesThe Dark Messiah (01)The Darkest Night (02)
Mar 2017Darkest Before The Dawn (03) July 2017Light Is Breaking (04) Nov 2017The Boris Chronicles* With Paul C. Middleton *EvacuationRetaliationRevelation Dec 2016Restitution
2017Reclaiming Honor * With JUSTIN SLOAN *Justice Is Calling (01)Claimed By Honor (02) Jan 2017The Etheric Academy* With TS PAUL *ALPHA CLASS (01) Dec 2016/Jan 2017ALPHA
CLASS (02) Feb/Mar 2017ALPHA CLASS (03) May/June 2017Terry Henry "TH" Walton Chronicles * With Craig Martelle *Book 1 - Nomad Found (Out)Book 2 - Nomad Redeemed (Jan
2017)Book 3 - Nomad Unleashed (2017)Book 4 - Nomad Supreme(2017)SHORT STORIESFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 01 (7.5)You Don't Mess with John's Cousin Frank
Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 02 (9.5)Bitch's Night OutFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 03 (13.25)* With Natalie Grey *BELLATRIXAnthologiesGlimpseHonor in
Death(Michael's First Few Days)Beyond the Stars: At Galaxy's EdgeTabitha's Vacation

CAPTURE DEATH
Kurtherian Gambit Baba Yaga has taken over and no one knows if Bethany Anne will ever come back. Beaten on the crucible, Bethany Anne decided she will bring justice to the
Kurtherian's that tortured the Leath and her people, personally. The problem? She releases Baba Yaga who has now taken control. Even ADAM and TOM aren't sure they can help
their friend. While Baba Yaga is tracking down the Seven Kurtherians, her friends and family are desperately trying to ﬁnd her. During this time, General Lance Reyolds must start
negotiations with other star nations who wish to create an Etheric Federation. The problem? How can you complete an Etheric Federation Treaty, if you can't ﬁnd the Empress?

DON'T CROSS THIS LINE
Lmbpn Publishing It's been three years Bethany Anne and her team have been building, trying their best to stay oﬀ the radar and not ﬁght with those they are trying to save. The
emotions have boiled to the surface. The is a line drawn in the sand, and some idiots just have to step across it. Those that thought the cat didn't have claws are about to ﬁnd out
how very, very wrong they are. **Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is ﬂagrantly foul language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing,
just uninspired cussing. Series includes: Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The
Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The Kurtherian
Gambit 08 It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 Release The Dogs of War - The Kurtherian Gambit 10 Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit 11 We Have Contact - The
Kurtherian Gambit 12 My Ride is a Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 13 Don't Cross This Line - The Kurtherian Gambit 14 Never Submit - The Kurtherian Gambit 15 (Jan/Feb 2017) The
Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages) Book 01 - Michael's Return (12.25.2016) Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include: You Don't Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns
Stories of the UnknownWorld 01 Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02

WORLD'S WORST DAY EVER
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform A resource for fans of The Kurtherian Gambit. End of the world as we know it. Plausible. Scary in its simplicity. Horrible in its eﬀect.
Set in the Kurtherian Gambit Universe, this story explains how a few mistakes can have grave consequences. Unfortunately, the technology in the following short story is real. Yes,
this could happen. Dammit. Who wants to really dwell on these things? This story was written by Craig Martelle, based on the original WWDE Document as authored by Jeﬀ Morris.
You get both in this one short story which gives you insight into how a ﬁction author takes a technical document and makes a story out of it. Otherwise, I would label this, "Crap, I
don't want to ever, ever, ever think about."

SILENCE
Daw Books After losing her boyfriend in a terrible accident, Emma regularly visits the cemetery at night until she encounters a strange old woman in this new trilogy from the bestselling author of The Chronicles of Elantra. 15,000 ﬁrst printing.

THE DARK MAGE
Hand of Justice Right Hand Riley Trident is lithe and fast, her tongue every bit as sharp as her sword. Her and her partner, the massive brute William Teller, are new-age knights
sworn to defend the kingdom of New Perth. But dark days are on the horizon Rumors swirl of a dark mage to the North. A man who's harvesting magic from people, using it to
strengthen himself. He's amassing an army, and his sights are set on New Perth. With the fate of the kingdom at stake, Riley and William embark on a journey putting them on a
collision course with this mage... and with their own mortality. Will their ﬁghting prowess prove enough to vanquish the dark mage and his legion of followers, or are they doomed
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to a fate amongst the harvested?

ARMAGEDDON BOUND
Damnation Books Half-devil and miles from anything resembling heroic, perpetual underdog Frank "Triggaltheron" Trigg is the last man standing against Armageddon. As the
favorite nephew of the Devil, Frank has led a troubled life, but he'd always had his uncle's inﬂuence to fall back on. Now, with God and Lucifer coming to terms and leaving existence
to fend for itself, his once exalted status of Anti-Christ-to-be does little to endear him to the hordes of angels and demons running amok in the Godless world. With help from the
members of DRAC, an organization of wizards, psychics, telepaths, and low-end supernatural beings, Frank must thwart the pro-Armegeddon forces and rescue an angel in whose
life rests the fate of humanity. Better luck next time, humanity.

EWIGE FEINDSCHAFT
BoD – Books on Demand Einige haben vergessen, warum sie die Queen Bitch genannt wurde. Jetzt nicht mehr. Bethany Anne spielt nach über einem Jahrzehnt, in dem sie ›Die
Kaiserin‹ sein musste, verrückt. Jetzt haben ihre Berater mit einer Kaiserin zu tun, die entschlossen ist, an vorderster Front zu stehen. Die Ixtali sind als Bittsteller wieder ins
Ätherische Imperium gekommen. Nathan beschließt, dass der beste Weg, sanfte Aufklärungsarbeit zu betreiben, die Gründung einer neuen Firma ist. Wie sie die neue Firma nennen,
sollte einen Hinweis darauf geben, worum es geht. Die Skaine sind endlich in der Lage, Ranger Tabithas Gruppe genau dorthin zu bringen, wo ihre Raketen angreifen können. Das
Problem ist, wer lockt wen in eine Falle? Schnallt euch wieder an, denn Bethany Anne setzt die Krone der Königin wieder auf.

WAKING MAGIC
Solve a murder, save her mother, and stop the apocalypse? No problem. She has a foul-mouthed troll on her side. For Austin homicide detective Leira Berens, happy is running down
bad guys and solving crimes. And she's damn good at it. Which is why when the Light Elf prince is murdered, the king breaks a centuries old treaty and crosses between worlds to
seek her help. Wait a minute. An Elf? Like from Lord of the Rings or something? Yeah, Leira has a hard time accepting that. But it doesn't matter what she believes. Magic is real,
and it's coming back with a bang. The prince's death was only the beginning. Tracking down his killer is about more than just justice. It's saving the world. If you're looking for a
heroine who prefers ﬁghting to ﬂirting, this book is for you. Click the Buy Now button and start the adventure today. ---- NOTE: This is an enhanced edition with a lot more story
added inside each book. Enjoy the updated adventures!

DEATH BECOMES HER
What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is wrong...So Very, Very, Wrong. A thousand years of eﬀort to keep the UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and the
Patriarch is tired. He needs to ﬁnd someone to take over.He ﬁnds Bethany Anne.Unknown, untested and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a new
future. One that no one knew was in danger.And she does it with an attitude that will make you stand up and cheer!They say a dress can make a women, but in this case, the dress
is Death,and Death Becomes Her very well indeed.***An Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian Gambit has turned the relationship of author and fans upside down.Treat
yourself to a fun, exciting and thrilling ride by starting The Kurtherian Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same question others have: When will I sleep?

GLEIPNIR 7
Gleipnir Shuichi Kagaya an ordinary high school kid in a boring little town. But when a beautiful classmate is caught in a warehouse ﬁre, he discovers a mysterious power- He can
transform into a furry dog with an oversized revolver and a zipper down his back. He saves the girl's life, sharing his secret with her. But she's searching for the sister who killed her
family, and she doesn't care how degrading it gets- She will use Shuichi to accomplish her mission...

STORM FROM THE SHADOWS
Baen The New York Times Best-Selling Series Continues. First Time in Paperback. A New War for Honor Harrington’s Comrades on Manticore. Rear Admiral Michelle Henke was
commanding one of the ships in a force ledy by Honor Harrington in all-out space battle. The odds were against the Star Kingdom forces, and they had to run. But Michelle's ship
was crippled, and had to be destroyed to prevent superior Manticoran technology from falling into Havenite hands, and she and her surviving crew were taken prisoner. Much to her
surprise, she was repatriated to Manticore, carrying a request for a summit conference between the leaders of the two sides which might end the war. But a condition of her return
was that she gave her parole not to ﬁght against the forces of the Republic of Haven until she had been oﬃcally exchanged for a Havenite prisoner of war, so she was given a
command far away from the war's battle lines. What she didn't realize was that she would ﬁnd herself on a collison course, not with a hostile government, but with the interstellar
syndicate of criminals known as Manpower. And Manpower had its own plans for elimating Manticore as a possible threat to its lucrative slave trade, deadly plans which remain
hidden in the shadows.

LEGACY OF THE LOST
A TREASURE-HUNTING SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURE (ALIEN ARCHAEOLOGICAL THRILLER ANCIENT ATLANTIS MYTHOLOGY)
Rubus Press A treasure-hunting adventure with a sci-ﬁ twist! Some secrets are buried for a reason. She’s about to uncover the deadliest secret of all... Anxious and reclusive, Cora
Blackthorn uses online gaming as her sole tether to the outside world. Due to a condition that makes human touch crippling, she lives her life conﬁned to a small island in the Puget
Sound, never accompanying her mother on her tomb-raiding adventures. But when her mom sends home a cryptic SOS in the form of a mysterious package, Cora discovers the
shocking truth behind her extraordinary aﬄiction. Her condition isn’t an illness; it’s a gift not of this world. Armed with a powerful, alien amulet and her mother’s journal, Cora
heads to Rome on a desperate rescue mission. But on the way, she discovers that a secret society is hot on her trail, and she has no chance of outrunning them. Her only chance is
to confront them head on. A clash within the twisty catacombs beneath Vatican City leaves Cora with a perilous choice: ﬁnd her way through an ancient, deadly labyrinth and save
her mom, or fail and die… Legacy of the Lost is the ﬁrst book in the captivating sci-ﬁ adventure series, the Atlantis Legacy. If you like ancient mysteries, Greek mythology, treasurehunting adventurers, and dynamic characters, then you’ll love this exhilarating adventure! Books in the ATLANTIS LEGACY series: Sacriﬁce of the Sinners (prequel) Legacy of the
Lost Fate of the Fallen Dreams of the Damned Song of the Soulless *** KEYWORDS: science ﬁction adventure, archaeological thriller, atlantis, ancient mythology, persephone, hades,
hades and persephone, greek mythology, mythology retelling, retelling, the lost city of atlantis, ancient mysteries, consipiracy theories, secret societies, treasure hunting, sci ﬁ
adventure, female science ﬁction, female sci ﬁ, female adventure, historical mystery, science fantasy, series starter, ﬁrst book in series

A PIRATE'S TREASURE
Dark Moor Media, LLC Pirate mercenary Lochlan MacLean loves his life on the sea, yet yearns for lands of his own to call home. He chooses his missions wisely, taking care they
don't go against his strict moral code. But when a deceitful father hires him for a challenging task - kidnapping a woman - he questions himself and his ethics. The spoils in both land
and coin will fulﬁll his dream, and he can't resist the job or the beautiful lass.Strong-willed Lady Isobel Willys has always been promised her future is hers to choose until her father
betrays her by promising her to a widowed Scottish laird under the guise of a peace treaty between their borderland families. While journeying to visit family, her travel party is set
upon by a handsome highlander who she believes is her betrothed too impatient to wait. Soon she ﬁnds out everything she's ever known is a lie and her family's future is
uncertain.Isobel's ﬁerce attraction to Lochlan threatens the promised peace for her family. She must make a choice: go against her family's wishes to live the life she chooses, or
lose the man she might be in love with. Lochlan's desire for Isobel could cost him lands and coin. Can he give up the one thing he's always wanted for the one thing he never knew
he needed?

PAYBACK IS A BITCH
Kurtherian Endgame An alien race attacked her people... they wanted her world. Now, payback is coming after them. And she's a bitch in every sense of the word. ** AMAZON Top
100 Best Selling Author ** Bethany Anne Nacht was changed on Earth almost two hundred years in the past. The Kurtherians engage in the cosmic great game, where whole worlds
are torn asunder in their eﬀorts to prove their own supremacy. For hundreds of millennia, the Kurtherians at the top have reigned unfettered as they destroyed countless
civilizations time and time again. Now, a new group is entering the game. Bethany Anne and her people are playing against extreme odds, but when has that EVER stopped the
Queen Bitch? It's time to ﬁght for the future of the Universe... ARE YOU READY? --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this
oﬀends you, I don't suggest reading this book.

DEAD WEST
OMNIBUS ONE
Independently Published DEAD WEST takes elements of Deadwood, The Walking Dead, and Hell on Wheels, puts it all in a big cask of TNT, then watches it go BOOM! Collecting Those
Poor, Poor Bastards and The Ten Thousand Things in a spectacular omnibus edition, this is 420+ pages of Weird Western, Supernatural, Lovecraftian horror, with "strong female
characters!" The DEAD WEST OMNIBUS (vol. 1) puts half-Shoshone Nina Weaver, her grizzled father Lincoln, and a motley crew of survivors and ne'er-do-wells through a gauntlet of
undead hordes and demonic forces from 'deaduns' to giant, ﬂying creatures, to hellish steam engines, to actual murders of devil-crows. The Dead West series has it all. Guns,
explosives, bloodletting, necromancy, expletives, faith-magic, gore, betrayal, more expletives, lots of true grit and high emotion! Brought to you in a collaborative storyhouse style
by the team of Tim Marquitz, J.M. Martin, and Kenny Soward. "The writing is visceral in a style similar to Chuck Wendig's...this is a high-octane story." --Ryan Lawler, Fantasy Book
Review "Unique, fresh, invigorating. Those Poor, Poor Bastards will sink its teeth into you and leave you wanting more. It's a crime not to read this right away." --Sarah Chorn,
Bookworm Blues "Two parts bullets, three parts shambling undead, one part Lovecraftian magic, and ALL fast-paced action! This is one wild ride!" --Becca Butcher, Voluted Tales
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SEEKING THE FAE
Now that her mother is dead, Lilly is the last of her kind.A Seeker.Tasked with seeking the lost crystals of Faerie, she must restore her broken and barren world to its former
glory.But the crystals that keep Faerie alive have been stolen by the Sons of Darkness and are hidden on Earth. It's up her to get them back by any means necessary.She has
everything under control and plans to bring the ﬁrst crystal back, when she meets him-Liam-a Son of Darkness.He's the most dangerous kind, with black wings that smoke and eyes
that have seen death. She must kill him, kill him and take the crystal, but she can't.He's her soulmate.

THE WORLD WITHOUT A FUTURE
A&a Literary Nurrin has lived her entire life with zombies--trapped behind walls meant to keep them safe. She's mostly happy there but when a zombie horde breaches the walls of
her Haven, she has to trust her brother, Collin, and his best friend to keep her alive. Finn O'Malley has given up voicing warnings that are ignored. No one cares that the zombies are
changing. Now all that matters is keeping Collin and Nurrin safe from what is outside the walls of a Haven. But when Nurrin's best friend picks up a contact infection, he agrees to
get the medicine needed to save his life. Forced together, relying on each other in a strange Haven, zombies aren't the most dangerous thing they are facing.

GODS OF BLOOD AND BONE
They captured Eve and injected her with a VR chip, a GPS tracker, and her ﬁrst Seed. They made her a Player, and the Seeds gave her the superhuman ability needed to survive the
ﬁrst deadly trial. Now it's level up, or die, and Eve refuses to die.

GRANITE WINDSTARR
ACTING CLASS
TAKE A SEAT
Phoenix Books, Inc. Previously only available to Katselas' students at the prestigious Beverly Hills Playhouse, Acting Class presents the concepts and methods that have helped lead
a generation of actors to success on stage, in cinema, and on television. Now for the ﬁrst time, this all-encompassing book is available to the general public, taking readers and
sitting them in the legendary acting class of Milton Katselas, where he not only covers techniques and methods, but also includes valuable discussions on the attitude any artist
needs to fulﬁll his or her dream.

THROUGH THE FIRE AND FLAME
Kurtherian Endgame There are always scourges in the Universe. This time, they found the wrong prey. Bethany Anne is trying to ignore that Michael is out hunting a beast to bring
back ten tons of meat when she gets an unexpected call. ** AMAZON Top 100 Best Selling Author ** The group of friends hanging out on New Devon have come up with a devious
way to protect their client's money, while building a fortune by outsourcing their jobs. WILL BETHANY ANNE TAKE HIGH TORTUGA TO WAR? The children work to make something
special for Mother's Day, unfortunately, it comes with an unexpected adventure. Bethany Anne's vacation has oﬃcially ended when her people are attacked. The Endgame is just
getting started. --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this oﬀends you, I don't suggest reading this book. Terry56 - "I thought
I would go into withdrawal before I could read another BA, Michael, and family book! I read the 1st 21 Kurtherian Gambit books 6 times and will read them again! I loved the 1st
Endgame book and now I have fallen in love with this one! Please, oh, please hurry with the next one!"

KIPPER'S SNOWY DAY
Red Wagon Kipper the dog spends the day enjoying the snow with his best friend Tiger.

ETERNITY'S HOURGLASS
A murder in the Garden of Eden leaves a pair of immortals simmering in impotent rage for millions of years. A modern-day boy embraces a twisted destiny to recreate a dying world.
And a self-aggrandized angel with a god complex is busy pulling the strings of them all. But some bonds are more powerful than death. When Morghan Windstarr is born into the
human realm with a soul similar to the one lost in Eden, her emergence is enough to wake the brooding immortals from their angry slumber. They are stronger together, perhaps
strong enough to overthrow the malevolent ruler who has orchestrated the rise and fall of worlds for ages. But can they put their diﬀerences aside, or will the inﬁghting give their
angelic overlord the opportunity he craves to rid the universe of Morghan's soul for good?

BITE THIS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform You take out one annoying vampire in revenge, and now you have to clean up the mess? What a pain in the ... something. Bethany
Anne and crew are back! They need to grab a ship, ﬁgure out who is trying to dig into her businesses, get their hands around the potential for creating an A.I. and the ongoing mess
with Anton and South America. One of these days, she will get a break. Fortunately for us, it wasn't today. Got an attitude? That's nice. Just don't show it around Bethany Anne.
When she slaps a face oﬀ, the whole head goes with it. Bite This, The Kurtherian Gambit 04 follows the story after Love Lost. If you haven't read the preceding books YOU PRETTY
MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and many of the characters have been introduced in preceding volumes. **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is ﬂagrantly foul
language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.

CLAIMED BY HONOR
A KURTHERIAN GAMBIT SERIES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Michael has moved on, can his Justice Enforcer make a diﬀerence?Does the Sun come up in the morning?The New York City-State
wakes up and their world has been shaken to its core. The Enforcers have been scattered, but they aren't ﬁnished. This vampire is but a bump in their road to keeping the city-state
in the hands of the CEO's.The Were's are involved, some leave, some stay and new alliances are made and an old one broken.However, in the end, it always comes back to heart and
determination.Something that you often have to ﬁnd for yourself, when life beats you down and Valerie is made of the right material to see it through.Claimed By Honor is part of
The Kurtherian Gambit Universe.** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **

DEATH'S HAND
AN URBAN FANTASY NOVEL
SM Reine Elise Kavanagh doesn’t want to hunt demons anymore. It’s been ﬁve years since she killed her last enemy, and life has been quiet since then. She went to college. Got a
job, and then lost it. Made a friend or two. Lived a normal life. Now her former partner, a powerful witch named James Faulkner, wants Elise to ﬁght one more time. The daughter of
a coven member has been possessed, and Elise is the only exorcist nearby. Becoming a hero again would mean risking discovery by old enemies. But digging into the case reveals
that it might already be too late–bodies are disappearing, demons slither through the night, and the cogs of apocalypse are beginning to turn once more. Some enemies aren’t
willing to let the secrets of the past stay dead… keywords: urban fantasy, paranormal romance, urban fantasy romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance, angels, demons,
science ﬁction romance, free urban fantasy novel, free books, free paranormal, exorcist, urban fantasy series

UNDER MY HEEL
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Europe is erupting is tension and violence. David is only adding to the conﬂagration by setting a trap, one that our team will trip to
save those people still alive. There is one thing every enemy of Bethany Anne ﬁnds out. They will be ground down under her heels. Read the series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I
have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of 36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the author's door to ask him to hurry up with the rest of the series."

KNEEL OR DIE
The future just went upside down, when a nascent AI is added against Bethany Anne's wishes.Then, there is David and his issues to take care of, permanently. Bethany Anne has
had it with Terrorists. Not encumbered with law, she seeks only justice for those who were killed in France.New members are added to the team as they continue their eﬀorts to
reach for the stars.---Read the series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of 36 hrs, and am considering knocking on the authors door to
ask him to hurry up with the rest of the series."

AT HELL'S GATES
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When evil overﬂows from the deepest, ﬁery pits, the battle will be At Hell's Gates…Whether you are a zombie aﬁcionado, or you feed
on horror, there is something for everyone. We've summoned some of the top Zompoc authors, masters in horror, and even some new talent to strike fear into even the most jaded
soul. Dare you look, let alone approach, the dreaded gates? Each skillfully crafted vignette showcases previously created worlds in the individual author's works. If you've ever
yearned for more back story or ached to learn what happened to a peripheral character; your wait is over. But, as they say, “Be careful what you wish for”. Once it has been seen,
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you cannot go back. And once infected; there is no cure. This collaboration is in honor of the brave men and women in our Armed Services who willingly lay down their lives for our
freedom. Words could not possibly express our undying gratitude, so we have banded together, doing what we do best, to show our appreciation. All proceeds from the sale of this
anthology will go to The Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund, a non-proﬁt organization whose sole purpose is to serve wounded soldiers and their families. This is for you, those who have
truly been…At Hell's Gates. Short Stories from seventeen of your favorite authors, and set in the worlds you know!

NEVER SURRENDER
Kurtherian Gambit Bethany Anne and those in the Etheric Empire have conquered the Aliens who would conquer Earth. However, there are a few that do not appreciate the new
rules. Dealing with insurrectionists down on the planet, or with a large military rebellion coming from another system, Bethany Anne and team are ready and willing to give
everyone a piece of their mind. Because there is one common attitude that runs in all of those who ﬁght for the Etheric Empire. They will NEVER SURRENDER.

NEVER FORSAKEN
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Life is beyond dangerous when you are caught up in the ongoing war between Bethany Anne's group and the Forsaken. Both Vampires
and Humans have been targeted, but if there is one thing that those who work with Bethany Anne learn, it is you are NEVER FORSAKEN. Never Forsaken, The Kurtherian Gambit 05
follows the story after Bite This. If you haven't read the preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and many of the characters have been introduced in
preceding volumes. **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is ﬂagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just
uninspired cussing.

QUEEN BITCH
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform The UnknownWorld is reeling from change. Bethany Anne has started to make a diﬀerence in the ﬁrst week of being awake. Now,
America has been losing good men since their teams don't have a Vampire to help them. Frank is hoping Bethany Anne can, and will, help. Further, the American Pack Council is
having internal problems with their own young-and-dumb Were's who want to ignore Michael's strictures. With no one seeing Michael, the fear of the Boogeyman is starting to
recede. That's ok with Bethany Anne, it means she will personally deliver the message there is a new vampire in town. Immediately following the story of Bethany Anne from Death
Becomes Her, Queen Bitch rides a rollercoaster of action with a heavy dose of creative cussing. Bethany Anne starts to get a team in place to help her aﬀect change. Because,
whether the UnknownWorld wants it or not, Change is Coming.

DIPLOMATIC RECRUIT
A KURTHERIAN GAMBIT SERIES
Lmbpn Publishing What if you were given an oﬀer you shouldn't refuse? Seraphina Waters craves the opportunity to protect Bethany Anne's growing Etheric Empire. Thrown a
lifeline when she needs it most, she's given a chance to prove herself. If she can. Pulled into alien politics, and a life beyond her imagination, Phina might just have a chance to have
the one thing she's always wanted. Now, she just needs to pull it oﬀ without getting killed.

THE DARK MESSIAH
Michael returns to fulﬁll a promise to his love, but the world isn't the same place.Michael, the Archangel himself, has returned after a hundred and ﬁfty years rejuvenating in the
Etheric Dimension. Now, the most powerful male Vampire the world had ever known is back.The problem? The world went through an Apocalypse and what little honor and justice
that previously existed, is gone. Further, his love has left to the stars somewhere, ﬁghting for those on Earth.Now, Michael has to ﬁgure out where he is, where he needs to go, help
those who need help and ﬁgure out how to follow in his love's path. Because if there is one thing that Honor Demands, it is that he make good on his promise to Bethany Anne.Those
feeding themselves on the backs of others have very little time to realize an important fact.This Dark Messiah has little compunction about killing.

KIPPER
Turtleback Tired of his old blanket and basket, Kipper the dog searches among the animals outside for a new place to sleep.

WARLORD BORN
For two decades he served... ...and never questioned the orders. Would one act of mercy cost him? Alistair believed in the work. It was important to stop the rebels for the good of
the Commonwealth. Over his career he'd become the greatest Titan the Corp had ever seen. It was a simple mission. Then the rebels said one thing... ...and Alistair's life changed
forever. For ten generations his family had ruled. Alexander's 30-years as Emperor had been peaceful, but only because he didn't tolerate dissent. The only thing worse than a rebel
was a disloyal Titan. Alistair must die. In a battle of Good vs. Evil, the stakes have never been higher. How will Alistair escape? You'll love this ﬁrst book in The Great Insurrection
series, because this military science ﬁction will keep you hungry for the next page. Get it now.
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